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TO THE TEACHER:

Presented here are ideas for multidisciplinary environmental edu-

cation. The objectives of the ideas and methods suggested are clearly

stated. The overall objective is to provide you, the teacher, with an

aid in the development of your approach to teaching fOr and about the

environment. These are not learning packages designed to be applied ver-

batim, but suggestions for ideas and methods that will enable you to

develop learning packages. The contents of this report represent only

the first_treatment of the idea. It is published in this form in order

that teachers may have an opportunity to experiment with it.

You will have to design your personal approach to environmental

education. You are an environmental educator now, whether you realize

it or not, because:the environment is-all around::y u and you are teaching

about the environment that surrounds both you and your.students. :The

state of the environment indicates that there is something wrong with the

way in which pow:have learned to perceive and behave relative to the en- .

vironment, and with the way you are teaching others to learn and behave

in their environment today.

The ideaS presented here-are examples of ways inWhich you:can in-

corporate environmentallybeneficlaI learning's into)rour. curriculum. The

intent is not that you "add on't samethingSpecifically environmental to

your curriculuM, but hat you IncOrPorate:enVironmental

your treatments of the subject matter with which you have already been

dealing. The specific manne -r. in. which you treat your responsibility to



educate for environmental stewardship is up to you. It is hoped that

these and many other ideas will help you in your effort to understand the

meaning of "environmental education" and its Implications for you as a

teacher and as a human organi

-The emiiionmental education-developMent project ofVhich this report

is.a part is an ongoing:One-, and it is hoped that all whoattempt tO use

the report will'PartiCipate in the prOject by reporting the results of

their efforts tO the project staff.' -The staffWilICompile the-ideas and

Methods-colleCted. 'This'will'enable-aIl Working-On thedevelopment of

envirormiental education to share each other's work and will promote the

spirit of cooperation essential to the success of any project as broad as

this one.

Please report the methods and results derived from your use of

this report to:

John Miles, Director
-Envirommental Education Project
Huxley College of Environmental

Studies
Bellingham, Washington 98225
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A "SAVE OUR TREES" PROJECT

INTRODUCTION

During the study of our community in second grade social studies

we viewed the film Our Land Needs Your Help. Pre-viewing discussion re-

lated to the implied meaning of the film title and post-film discussion

provided the germ of a specific idea that swelled to a gigantic coopera-

tive project involving virtually all staff and students within the school

and including substantial parental and community involvement.

In the film, children were helping their community by collecting

used papers for recycling. In the process of cleaning up their community

the children also realized they were helping the larger environment by

saving trees from premature and unnecessary use. The film pointed out

that 120 pounds of paper gathered for recycling amounts to the equivalent

of paper produced from an average pulp tree.

It became apparent, as post film discussion developed, that here

was an ideal point of departure for really getting involved in environ-

mental learning. During the follow-up discussion it was decided, largely

at the instigation of the childen, that the class should start a club

to gather paper. One child suggested that more paper could be gathered,

and thus more trees conserved if more rooms were involved in the project.

The class decided we should also have a club membership chart Th "dues"

for the club would be 120 pounds of paper. Upon becoming a member, the

child would receive an "I Saved a Tree" badge. The children departed that

day full f enthusiasm and ready to start paper colleCting ioutes.
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At the next staff meeting an outline of the project, as far as

it had evolved, was presented. Same teachers appeared at first reluc-

tant to became involved. They conceded that after viewing the film they

might became more enthusiastic. The film was re-ordered and within two

weeks all nineteen roams in the school were involved in the project.

After the first child had brought 120 pounds of paper, it was taken to

other rooms by various children to show haw much 120 pounds was and to

tell other classes more about the project.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

- ,
1. To enable students to identify the following environmental concepts:

a. The value of maintaining a balanced use of renewable
resources.

. The fact that man plays the major role in determining
the fate of his environment.

c. Identification of the recyclability of much of what we pre-
viously considered to be "garbage."

d. The realization that the rate of population growth in part
determines the rate of resource depletion.

To construct ways in which each child can become personally involved

in active solution to an environmental problem such as land, water,

or air pollution, or resource wastage.

To construct ways in which each child, through active involvement

and investigation, can learn the causes of specific environmental

problems.

4. To develop ways means and materials for incorporating envixonmental

education into the existing curriculum.
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5. To involve members of the adult co"
bity in learning of environ-

mental problems through participatiAkk
irk problem solving with their

children.

DAILY STEPS OF PROJECT

1. Gathering and Bringing Paper to

The children collected theit
r at home or from

friends and relatives, and in otbet
throughout the cammuhitY-

In this part of the process the ch",

a. Same kinds of garbage can be

b. Re-use of a resource proione
ki availability of thatresource.

c. Cooperation with family or oN,
gather, bundle, and transpor0 People Is needed to

N-aper to school.

2. Weighing Paper

Central weigh-in and storage
ac,fts were arranged, necessi-

tating learning about:

a. The need to cooperate in
cale 'usage.

b. The desirability of teamwork i'kk
staokin Mper aeatly in astorage area.

c. The reading of balance suale#'

d. The responsibility of inciape0
Stize his paperwas weighed and stacked.

3. Recording Paper Weight

Weight of paper was recorded 41-
. kly on ."total ',wands" charts.

.

Various mathematical skills were
reinforcd

° -.71,!1. -7-31gcharts and recording poundage.
.



. Awarding Badges

.:Awarding-;ofbadgeayillustrated-that effort in:..proteCting one's

environment coUld bring simple material awards, butA3eyond 'that,

feelings Of Satisfaction and acCoMplishMent.:

5. Taking the Total School Count

each

Each day one child from the project-initiating class went to

roam to gather data on the poundage for that roam, returning to

camplete totals for the school.

Raising a Total Poundage Thermometer

Total poundage for the school was recorded on bar graph

"thermameters" in the main hallway. Each thermameter had a 7,000-

pound top, which was.the approximate weight carried by one truck to

the recycling plant.

- Bundling paper

The children bundled any loose paper brought and stacked in

the storage area. .The children learned that paper stadking took the

cooperation of the entire school. First, the paper had to be stacked
. - . .

and bundled neatly; then the paper was transported to the storage

area in carts and wagons. The dhildren were eager to help

with the transporting and stacking.

WEEKLY-STEPS OF PROJECT

eaCh-other

- -

After viewing the recycling process in the aforementioned film, the

children discussed different locations of paper mills in relation to other

geographical-resource areas, such as water and forest. It was decided that

the Georgia-Pacific Pulp and Paper Mill in Bellingham, Washington', would



be the best depository for the paper.

The children were not able to tour Georgia-Pacific since there is

an age restriction for tours of twelve years and older. During the time

period of the project, the paper making-and recycling process was studied

through films, pictures, and books.

Appointments were made with Georgia-Pacific for bringing the paper

to their recycling plant. (About once a week a school district truck was

taken to Bellingham with '7,000 to 8,000 pounds of paper. For weekly weight

tabulations, see appendix.)

Loading

TWo claSsroams of children helped load the trUck,-along with

the Truck

high SchOol aides, teachers and the blinding prinCipal. After the

truck Was lOaded, the childrenaccepted the responsibility of clean-

the storage Area. TheyHeSpecially seemed ..po, enjoy being able

o use the custodian's big mops and brooms.

-After the first loading of the truck, the clasS discussed-

wayS in-which the process of:loading could be improved. They con7

eluded. tliat it was fun to run fiam roam to room,_gathering paper,-

l*t that it was probablY,disturbing to other 'classes. Tbe,chitoiren--

were .also ConCerned:with the ton-and-a-half of paPer WhiCh'they had
>

stored in their roam. Having the paper there took away all of their

free area. It was then that one_of the children asked the principal

if he would establish a central storage area, which he did.

addition tacentralizingltiiis aipect of:the:project, the students
. _ .

redesigned the loading, process, cutting loading time from two hours
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to thirty minutes, thus illustrating another important learning

spin-off from the project.

STUDENT INVOLVEMENT

1. Mathematics

a. Reading scales. Each dhild learned to: read both bathrOam-
type spring scales and balance, or apringleas, scales, and
in the process _learned Some of*the basic principle's upon
WhiCh the function of such scales is based.

b. Addition-Division-MOltiplication. Each child maintained
a running:.total ofhisown :poundage. Each day-a different
child gathered poundage from the various:.classrooms, and:
learned: to transpose numbers from verbal to written form.
In compiling school7wIde totals, the Children gained prac-
tical experience in using 5..7 to 6.-digit nuMbers.: Further,
children developed and used:a formula..fordeterMining the
nOmber of aVerage pulp trees saved for future-,use.:

total weight of collected paper
= number of trees represented

nOMber of Pounds '.of paper (129):-
produce& fraM average pUip tree ,

c. Thermometers. In the main hall of the School, paper ther-
mometers were hung to Maintain a donitantly changing record
of -paper poundage. Each thermaketer redorded 7,000pounda,
the approkiMater weight of 4 trUckload-:afpaper.' -:-After the
preliminary thermometers Were made, and during the latter
stages -of ,.a-nleasurement unit in- math, the children learned
to-:Make the paper therMaMetera'. :-BY Using-yardsticks and
measuring tapea,:the_children..not only became acquainteci.with
additional",lnatrditienta, Of:Measure but also .-catth:h64tocon.
struct a measuring instrnment :.of their own7-thethermometer.
:TheY learn.ed thelUndticiti of these instroMenta:fthroughlPrad,
tical._application to.:real ProbleMS -with,whidh:they had todeal-

Language:Arts

Creative -writing. Since early in fall rquarterf'the ,claas used
natural thi ngs 'in our environmeUt -as Subject's 'lot.. their

The first ..experience at composing:'Stories proved patn7-
for 'Some Children; bringing .teara..tey:the.eyes Of. two. .

They had not. previously ,been expoSed to :composition; but- rather
were used to copying -or -simmarizing, other storxes Before
writing' additional'Stories, discuSsions,Were .field..emphasiz
ing the nearness -of .natOre'S wanderS;
yard. One particularly Stormy Northwestl.day, the weather was =-
observed 'beyond the- cIassrciam. -The. twO Children that experi-
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enced frustration on their initial writing attempt were
taken outside, where they looked closely at raindrops,
rocks, grass, and the trunks of trees with MOSS and
lichens. Upon returning to the roam these children
appeared all smiles and very eager to write their own
stories.

At present the children exhibit a quite sophisti-
cated feeling for relationships within the environment.
Due to the paper project, trees seem to be the major focal
point for their writing. (See appendix for samples.)

b. Letter writing. As the project evolved, -many questions
arose within the class about the recycling of paper and
other resources. Examples are: Bow is the printing ink
removed from the paper? What kinds of paper are produced
in the recycling process? Why haven't more people done
things to conserve resources?

Music

Inasmuch as the children were too-young to tour
Georgia-Pacific, the next best thing available was to
write, seeking answers to their questions. (See appen-
dix for samples and reply.)

As a motivational device--and for pure pleasure--one of the

teachers who becaxn e. involved in the project wrote the song "The

Paper Packers of Mary Purcell." (See appendix.)

4. Art

On many occaSions we used:trees for oursubject fOr an art:
_ .

lesson. We Went-for walks before-we:starteerthe actual artprOject,

and on these walks we tohChed trees, looked clOsely at

pared -them.with 'each. Other. =.
.

e:Children-bbServedHth&.fOlIowing:--. . .

.

Trees'ate thin-and--fat
Trees.are

TreeS are rbugh-.4nct..sidooth.-
-TreeS

The knowledge:. the' 'Children acquired

parated into art lessons.

eaves.,:an

cm:C--thesealke-was incor

The art lessons helped to develop an
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awareness of differences and similarities. The children were able

to interpret and express their new-found ideas through their art.

5. Science

The instructor incorporated the study of trees in the area of

science through the process of Inquiry. Samples of questions are:

a. What is a tree? (Through inquiry develou_the concept that
there are three-parts to the tree--the crown, trunk, and
roots.)

BOW' are trees like humans/

How does a tree leaf benefit man; how does the tree itself?

. How do trees use water?

What different plants do we have in the schoolyard? Which
are evergreen, deciduous, conifers, broadleaves? (Rave the
class develop their awn classification key to trees and
plants.)

f. Why do same leaves change color in the fall?

. How do soil temperatures affect plant growth in the forest?

. Is soil living or dead? Examine a piece of soil. Do living
organisms live in the soil?

i. How do soils differ?

How do trees help living things?

How can you tell how old a tree is?
-

What things are made from Various trees?

Several of the rooms in our school,took field trips to the

State Forest to plant trees. By doing this they were able to actu-

ally tdke a personal part in lmainini-ng end restoring our forests.

.Field trip arrangements,weie Made through.Dale:Thampson, Washington

State.:Department of .katnral Resources.,, Sedro-Woolley.



In science, the children have been able, with increasing con-

fidence, to transfer t.he paper-tree relationship to other resources.

One such example: the amount of bauxite ore (approximately 4 pounds)

and alumian (approximately 2 pounds) needed to finally produce 1 pound

of aluminum

6. Social Studies

Inasmuch as social studies encompass all aspects of the study

of man, this project and its topic has served primarily as a foundation

upon which to build an elementary examination of the attitudes and

values of men with respect to their environment.

In studying communications, the primitive land modern:methods

of paper makingwerecompared in relation to.:technologicalHadvancements

and to the needs and wants of man during those different eras.

Paper can be made in:the- classroom. (See appendix..

After studying how paper relates to our environment, most of

the children in the class seemed to be more conservative with their

usage of paper. I often heard one child telling another Ito save his

paper and-uSe the baCk:

We have always bad a scrap box for art but its use really in-

creased since this project began. The children were very careful

to use the recycling box instead of the waste can for any paper that

is unusable. Different children took the responsibility for checking

the waste can for recyclable material.

--

In summarizing the children s involvement, I feel that at the-pres-

ent time the environmental aspects of elementary education cross the entire

r
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spectrum of subject areas. This fact is seen as both gratifying and

frustrating. To the extent that decisions need yet to be made concern-

ing the scope, sequence, and integration of environmental education into

the existing curriculum (or the ought-to-be), the project has proven frus-

trating. It has proven very gratifying, however, when we consider the

multidisciplinary approaches that can provide so many opportunities for

giving the generation now in school a much greater desire to live with

the environment of which they are a critical part, rather than simply to

use it.

STAFF INVOLVEMENT

Each_ teacher was involved by helping his class weight in, by giving

out badges, and by helping to maintain roam paper poundage count.

Several staff members not involved in the Institute have gone on to

start development of:more environmentally oriented learning experi-

ences. The teacher Who wrote "The Paper Packer Song" is one of

these.

3. Field Trips to State Forests

It is hoped that increasing numbers of classes will become

involved in this kind of project. The Forest Service personnel

do an excellent job of explaining their reforestation process to

young children. The Mary Purcell children got involved in planting

trees, which will aid in preparing them for participation in

school beautification project this fall.

As the project developed and some staff members became aware that

the project would result n monetary returns re were a -few who
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went directly to the principal, requesting expenditure of the

potential funds for various items for their individual classrooms.

The children did not realize until late in the project that

money was involved; they recognized that their purpose in the proj-
-

ect went beyond remunerative rationale.

As more and more staff discussions concerned the question of

what to do with the money, a decision had to be made. The day.of

the meeting, the project-originating class discussed different ways

the money could be used. Among those ways mentioned were:

a. To plant trees someWhere,

b. To carpet part of the school.

c. To buy paintings for the school.

d. To buy games.

e. To buy environmentally oriented books for the library.

Seven staff members met to discuss the children's ideas and

other possibilities, and decided to incorporate several of the

classes.' ideas into' ,tin&:. Inasinuch as Several:of the ideas- of the

children were aimed at improving the school environment, it was de-

cided that the funds derived from the project would.be used to develop

an arboretum around the school yard; Each classroom would be given

a certain area for designing and carrying out landscaping improve-

ments. This phase of the project was to be carried out in cooperation

with school district grounds keepers and community landscape persons.

Thus amother area of environmental learning could be developed.
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COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

1. Parents have been involved throughout the project by helping to

collect the paper and transport it to school.

2. Citizens who do not have children in school called the school to

have someone pick up their paper.

3. Chamber of Commerce

On May 25, 1971, four children from the project-originating

class went downtown to talk to Bus Junquist, President of the Cham-
,

ber of Commerce. The prime objective of this visit was to attempt

to get the community more involved in environmental responsibility

through the establishment of a recyclable can and bottle pickup center.

Mr. Junquist had newspaper articles and some pamphlets from different

recycling places to share with the children. The children wanted a

community area to deposit cans and bottles. Funds earned from this

project would go into a general community beautification project.

One child had a project suggestion all lined upl he felt the roadside

Lions' Park should-be renewed with plants and trees. ,

Mr. Junquist pointed out that for aluminum recycling, both

children and adults would have to be able to identify aluminum.

He pointed out that-a umimmi- cans are .non-magnetIC--a magnet

not stick to their sides.

the hand. All-alUminum cans do not have a side seam, and are rounded

'.,

The R ynolds Aluminum Can Recycling Plant in addition to

empty all-aluminum cans, will" also pay for aluiaimmx frozen-
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dinner trays and containers, aluminsmi margarine tubs, and aluminum

cans which held dips, meat products, puddings, custards, and other

snacks.

Since at this point the school year was almost at a close,

the group of children felt it would be better to start full-swing

with this project the following fall. Mr. Junquist suggested that

after we had things planned out, weraiggla: have Bob Cockburn from

the local newspaper take pictures and do a write-up about the new

project proposal with the end result to be beautification for Sedro-

Woolley.

Mr. Junquist volunteered his truck for transporting cans, etc.

He mentioned that he was sure there were other businessmen who would

be happy to donate trucks to help with transportation. He had looked

into the locations of the different recycling plants and had found

the one in Burlington to be closest.

4. Mr. Bob Cockburn, the local newspaper photographer, was involved by

taking pictures of our project.

5. Resource People

Many resource people Were Used 'throUghout-this project.

following were contacted

Er. Warren Mo Wry
Recycling Department :

Georgia-Pacific
P.O. BoX:1236:.

Waahiagton 98225

The
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Mr. Ed Dahlgren
Technical Director
Georgia-Pacific
P.O. Box 1236
Bellingham, Washington 98225

Mr. Leonard Carlson
Sedro-Woolley Greenhouse
409 Reed Street
Sedro=Woolley, Washington 98284

Mr. Dale Thompson
Washington State Department of Natural Resources
Route 4, Box 17
Sedro-Woolley, Washington 98284

Mr. William Rivord (for plant life slides)
504 Talcott Street
Sedro-Woolley, Washington 98284

Et. James Evans
Northern State Hospital.Greenhouse Supervisor
Northern State Hospital
Sedro-Woolley, Washington 98284

Mr.. B. D. Dupris
City Park Department
North Metcalf
Sedro-Woolley, Washington 98284

Mr. Jerry Sommerseth
Environmentalist
Sedro-Woolley High School
Sedro-Woolley, Washington 98284

Richard Allen
Forester's Office
Scott Paper Company
Hamilton, Wat,hington 98255

Mr. Mill ,Frarm:
Forester's Office
Scott Paper Company
Hamilton, Washington 98255

PROJECT FOLLOW=UP POSSIBILITIES

There are several important -experiences under consideration at this

time. The first follow-up activity next fall will be the application of

the money derived from this project to the development of an around-the-
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school arboretum, and will include correlated learning activities. Some

of these correlated activities may include learning more about diversified

tyues of trees, flowers, soils, and fertilizers, as well as planning,

planting, and maintenance.

A continuation and extension of the paper recycling project holds

much promise. It is hoped that the current project will be maintained

annually, at least within this school and perhaps extended throughout the

school district. It is also hoped that the preliminary groundwork laid

with the Chamber of Cammerce for a community bottle and can deposit center

will bear fruit.

Basic to all the above ideas is the fundamental purpose of the

Sedro-Woolley Environmental Education Project, which means that the major

effort for 1971-1972 will be the development of better ways and means for

incorporating a broader environmental education spectrum into the primary

grades curriculum.
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APPENDIX

Instruction sheet for making paper
Children's letters of inquiry and response
Children's stories
"The Paper Packer's Song"
Tabulation of weight receipts from Georgia-Pacific
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How To Make Paper In the Classroom

1. Bring clean peraps of white linen:to tchool.. Cut these into little
pieces about one-half indh square. pull-the threads apart. CUt
the threadsAAato-very tiny-bita.. You WIll need nearly-a quart of
these tiny threads. (Let:children help.)

2. Dissolve:a atick of caustic soda (lye mayalpo be uted) km six
quarts of:water.. Caution: caustic soda is poisonous. It must be
handled carefUlly.

3. Stir the tiny fhreads into the water and caustic soda.

4. Boil tbe tiny threads in the water and caustic soda for about eight
hours.

Rinse the rags thoroughly in three waters. Pour the mixture into
a colander.

. If you want *-1.1e paper tinted put the pulp in water which has dye in
it. Then rinse tile pulp after dyeing it.

7. In a large pan mix six quarts of water, eight tablespoonsful of
starch, four of liquid glue, and one of blueing.

8. Put the pulp into this mixture and stir it with a paddle or stick.

9. Dip the mold-into. the liquid. Lift it out carefully ancl.let the
water-drainbadk. into the- pan.. (A -small.mold is best for classroom
use.)

10. Turn the thin- layer of-pulp-Out of the mold onto aA:liede of felt:-
Put another piece of felt on top of the layer ofpulp. Rim them :
through a wringer if potsible to squeeze all the wafer out.

11. Put the layer of paper on a piece Of Cloth '(cheetecloth Is good) wIth
another:layer ofcIothoverA:t,. and:iron with.a. hot.:_liOnuntil it'
is quite dry..-

12. If you want a tmpoth finish, takeaway.:the cloth ana iron the paper
entirely7dry.

In order to be able to write on the paper with imk, a sizing
must be applied to the sheets of paper. It may be brushed on, or
the sheets may be diUped. To make the sizing, dissolve a package of
gelatin according...to the package directions. To a pint of the dis-
solved gelatin add one-half ounce of alum as a hardener.

An easy method of making paper In the classroom is done-with
pulp obtained from a pulp mill. Samples of bleached and unbleached
wood pulp, processed and ready to use, -can be secured from-the
various mills in our state. Some mills will help -you by supplying
information and material to aid you in your unit.

25
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GEORGIA PACIFIC
CORPORATION

P.O. BOX 1236 BELLINGHANI. WASHINGTON 913225 208-733-4410

May 18, 1971

Mrs. L. Lundgren's Class
Room 11
Mary Purcell School
Seventh and Bennett
Sedro Woolley, Washington 98284

Dear Students:

I am writing this letter to answer each of the questions
asked in your letters about making pulp and paper and recycling
paper to make more paper.

We make pulp here in Bellingham from logs by first
removing the bark from the log. We burn the bark in our boilers
to make steam. The logs are made into small wood chips, which
are cooked with a special liquor we make from limerock and sul-
phur. The pulp is bleached to a white color using several chemicals,
including the same chemical that is in Purex or Chlorax, used to
bleach clothes in your mother& washing machine.

When we finish bleaching the pulp, we dry it and press
it into bales about 3 feet by 3 feet and one foot high. We ship the
bales of pulp in rail cars to the Eastern United States and by ship
to other countries.

I am enclosing a sheet of pulp for each of you to see.

We also make tissue paper and paper towels from the
pulp here in Bellingham. The pulp is mixed with water and spread
in a thin sheet before drying on steel rolls.

To make boxes for the tissue and the cores in the middle
of the tissue and paper towel rolls, we use waste newspaper col-
lected from Whatcom and Skagit Counties. Over 50 groups, such
as boy scouts and campfire girls, collect the paper and sell it to
the pulp mill. I have also enclOsed a copy of a newspaper advertise-
ment with additional information on pollution control and recycling
paper.

TIMBER AND MINERALS
t-*

BUILDING PULP AND PAPER CHEMICALS
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Mrs. L. Lundgren's Class
Page Two
May 18, 1971

The paper must be delivered, and people bring it in trucks
with from 500 pounds to 5 tons of waste paper, magazines, and card-
board boxes. The trucks are weighed on a big scale before and after
the waste paper is unloaded.

Ink can be removed from. waste paper by heating it in a
chemical solution. After de-inking the paper, the solution must be
treated very carefully to prevent pollution. To make the paper
whiter, it can be bleached, just like pulp is bleached.

We offer tours of our pulp and pa.per mill here in Bellingham
for students 12 years of age and older. We can arrange class tours
during school days throughout the school year. We also offer tours
for visitors during the summer months, June, July, August and
September at 2:00 each afternoon.

I hope this information has answered each of your questions
and that you will have an opportunity to visit our pulp and paper mills
here in Bellingham.

Sincerely,

C
Ed Dahlgreni
Technical Director

bjm
Enc.
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TEE PAPER PACKER SONG

-0 lit -0- -0
1,2. We-re the pa- per pack-ers àf Ma - ry Pur-cell

Saved a lot of trees arcl we've saved them well. 1. Us - ing a wa-gon
2.We're help-ing make our

ilt.-Ak
1. And bi cy-cle

0 0
2. world a bettm- scene ,

sav - ing up
keep -ing our

411LAsp
pa-per
for-ests

-

to re - cy-cle.
cool and green .

Jeri"
10- WO

0-0 -0 :0
1,2. Ub Tre the pa-ger pack-ers of Ma-ry Pur-cell--. Saved a lot of txees &TAe've

Chorus (after each verse)

/FM1111101=1
IF

saved them well. Pa-per, pa - per, a hua-dted-and 20 pounds to save a tree.

Pa-per, pa - per, a hun-fired and 20 . pounds for me
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TABULATION OF WEIGHT RECEIPTS FROM GEORGIA-PACIFIC

FEBRUARY 24 THROUGH JUNE 1, 1971

Date Type of Paper Pounds
a.

February 24 Newspaper 8640

March 1 Newspaper 7880

March 9 Newspaper 7880

March 17 Newspaper 8080

March 31 Newspaper 9050

April 16 Newspaper 8720

April 29 Newspaper 8820

May 17 Newspaper 6490

May 17 Cardboard 1450

May 26 Newspaper 8150

June 1 Newspaper


